How it Works
Sea Hawk Smart Solution™ is the most advanced
antifouling technology available today. Not only is this
product effective, but the carbon footprint is virtually
nonexistent.
Our new technology is combined with a pharmaceutical
grade biocide, Econea (2-(p-chlorophenyl)-3-cyano-4bromo-5-trifluoromethyl pyrrole), (Tralopyril),
to control hard growth. Within days, the
coating creates a living surface much
like the mucoprotein protective
slime coat that covers the scales
and skin of a fish. This slime coat
acts as a defense against invasion
by bacterial, parasitic and fungal
pathogens. It protects the surface
by preventing microorganisms from
attaching when the boat is not in
motion. This mucoprotein protective
layer is easily cleaned leaving a smooth,
foul-free surface. Our new technology
combines protection from mother nature,
along with science and technology that
insures a limited carbon footprint.

Proven Results in State
Funded Efficacy Study
Product evaluation of Smart Solution™ was done at
Dillon’s Creek Marina in Island Heights, NJ through grants
from the I BOAT NJ funded program. This
Program seeks to benefit the boating public
by promoting, improving and enhancing the
marine industry in New Jersey.
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Sea Ray boat after one
season with Smart Solution.
No hard growth.

“Smart Solution has no heavy metals and is the most
reliable product in terms of hardness and wear.”
Brian Hall – Dillon’s Creek Marina

When it comes to antifouling
technology, the future has arrived.
Independent evaluations prove that Smart
Solution™ is the best performing metal-free
antifoulant available today.
And, with a 1-year guarantee, you have the
promise of a clean boat bottom and you’re
doing your part to protect the environment!

Bottom Line – It Works Better!

After one season, no hard growth
on hull. Soft growth washes
away with a garden hose.
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Scientifically Advanced
Antifouling Paint
CSR Marine, a highly-respected boatyard in Seattle,
Washington, was excited at the prospect of finally
having a metal-free antifoulant that actually
works. They began using Sea Hawk
Smart Solution in the waters of
Puget Sound.
“Besides being an effective bottom
paint, Smart Solution will hopefully
play a key role in CSR’s attempt
to encourage all boat-owners to start
transitioning to the most powerful
environmentally friendly anti-foulant.”
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More effective than
traditional methods

Painted with Trilux 33*

After a season in Buzzard’s Bay, MA this drive’s
photo on the right reflects exactly the way the
boat looked just as it came out of the water
with no pressure washing. Smart Solution™
was brush-applied to the lower drive, per
application instructions. The upper drive section
was painted with Trilux 33* aerosol.
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pp
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Oyster Bay Marine Center, Long Island yard
ard boat
with Smart Solution painted side-by-side with
copper based paint.

h Smart Solut
Painted with
Solution

Photo submitted by
Don Dugan, Owner,
Wareham Boatyard, MA

*Trilux 33 is a trademark of, or sold by Interlux
Interlux, a trademark of Akzo Nobel.
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